EasyPour™ Professional Seamless

Concrete Forming Tubes

Combining innovative technology and knowledge-based engineering, Greif offers builders, specifiers, designers and architects a seamless concrete forming tube that will meet their exacting standards for smooth columns.
For Jobs That Demand Aesthetically Smooth Concrete Columns

No Manual Finishing Needed

FEATURES:

✔ Superior Aesthetics
  Produces a unique smooth finish that is geared to please any building professional.

✔ Protected with EasyPour™ Weathershield
  Built-in moisture resistance minimizes schedule changes due to inclement weather.

✔ Convenience
  One time use tubes allow faster setup for multiple column pours with no cleaning, reassembling or return shipping.

✔ Installation
  Easily placed manually or by crane.

✔ Strength
  Engineered to withstand the full hydrostatic pressure of a continuous pour.*

✔ Unique Green Outerply
  Let everyone know you are using one of the best tubes for a seamless finish.

✔ Popular Sizes Available

✔ Available in 12” – 48” diameters
  Up to 24ft. continuous length. Over 24ft., please contact your Sales Representative.

*Pouring rate based on tube size and specific job site conditions
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